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Abstract 

Currently, Vietnam is in the process of integration and the 

economy is on a strong development path. Playing a key 

role in the growth of the economy is the business system and 

people are the decisive factor to make that happen. Human 

thinking and creativity are limitless and have a great 

influence on the success or failure of a business. To take 

advantage of that, businesses need to have a clean, fresh, 

airy working environment to create conditions for thinking 

ability and creativity in work to be maximized and 

effectively promoted. fruit. It can be said that the living and 

working environment is a very important factor, it directly 

affects our productivity and work efficiency. From large 

spaces such as factories, warehouses, apartments, buildings 

to smaller spaces such as offices, apartments or the 

equipment and items we use and live in every day, They 

must also be cleaned regularly to create a clean, airy 

environment. However, with the hustle and bustle of life in 

today's industrial age, people do not have much time to 

clean and sanitize. Starting from that reason, Blue Ocean 

Development Co., Ltd. provides you with industrial cleaning 

services, in addition to construction services. 
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1. Introduction 
Through the internship and research process at Blue Ocean Development Company Limited, I realized the urgency of the 

research problem, so I decided to choose the topic "Evaluating sales management activities at the Company". Blue Ocean 

Development LLC.” The topic focuses on researching the following main basic issues: 

In theory, the thesis describes an overview of industrial cleaning services through concepts, characteristics, and classification. 

Learn about the nature and implications of this service trade development. Provide factors affecting service development based 

on approaches from the Business Administration major. Learn through lectures, textbooks, business performance reports of 

Blue Ocean Development Company Limited, and research projects in previous years related to this topic; Books, newspapers, 

magazines, websites related to this topic... 

In terms of practice, the topic seeks answers to the following questions: 

1. What is the current status of industrial cleaning service sales management activities of Blue Ocean Development Company 

Limited in Ho Chi Minh City in recent years? 

2. What are the successes and shortcomings in the process of managing sales activities of the company's industrial cleaning 

services? What are the causes of those successes and limitations? 

3. What is the solution to overcome the above problems to continuously develop sales management activities at Blue Ocean 

Development Company Limited? 

 

1.1 Research Urgency of the Topic 

The fluctuating world economy and domestic trade activities have impacted all entities in the economy, including industry and 

construction. The process of industrialization and modernization entails the development of infrastructure, the appearance of 

many new urban areas, apartment buildings, and high-rise buildings along with aesthetic and hygienic requirements, so the 

need Demand for industrial cleaning services is increasing. Previously, industrial cleaning services mainly served the 

construction industry; Nowadays, it is also used in every household, hospital, industrial park,... wherever cleaning is needed, 

there is industrial hygiene. With such development potential, the industrial cleaning service supply market has attracted a large 

number of businesses to participate, making competition increasingly fierce. 

Blue Ocean Development Company Limited is one of the companies doing business in the field of industrial cleaning services 
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and construction services. Over the years, the company has 

continuously improved business efficiency, expanded 

markets, and built reputation and trust with customers. 

Therefore, although more and more businesses are 

participating in the business of industrial cleaning services, 

Blue Ocean Development Company Limited still has a 

foothold in the market, the company's market share has 

increased continuously over the years. Besides the successes 

achieved, the company also has many limitations. The 

company has only been in operation for nearly 6 years and 

only operates in some southern neighborhoods, Ho Chi 

Minh City, with limited customers, along with the 

immaturity in company management and operations. 

Meanwhile, many competitors constantly introduce 

suppression strategies, so the company's business faces 

many difficulties. The company still wastes costs, does not 

have a suitable way to reach customers, and has a small 

number of customers. Currently, the demand for industrial 

cleaning services is increasing, while construction services 

are having changes in product structure, significantly 

affecting the company's revenue. Faced with that reality, 

developing industrial cleaning services has become the 

company's top goal, not only to increase revenue, maintain 

market share, expand supply markets but also build 

reputation as well as brand for the company. Therefore, 

researching the sales management activities of Blue Ocean 

Development Company Limited is extremely urgent. 

 

2. Theoretical Basis 

2.1 Some Basic Concepts 

2.1.1 Concept of Industrial Cleaning Services 

Industrial cleaning services appeared in the early 80s of the 

twentieth century. Introduced to Vietnam in the 90s, starting 

with the cleaning of hotel and restaurant systems. Through 

more than 20 years of improvement and development, 

Vietnam's industrial cleaning service has affirmed its role in 

the life and development of society. 

Industrial cleaning service is a form of traditional cleaning 

service combined with modern machinery, professional 

workers, specialized chemicals and optimal methods, 

scientific processing processes... to bring Highest cleaning 

efficiency, saving time and money. This service provides a 

comfortable, clean, safe living and working environment for 

your health... Creates the most convenient conditions for 

you to focus on living activities, taking care of your family 

and yourself. self, bringing benefits to oneself and society 

(Source: Website vesinhcongnghiep.coltd.vn). 

According to service packages, industrial cleaning services 

are divided into the following two types: 

▪ Complete cleaning: total cleaning of the building (clean 

the entire building from top to bottom, inside and out, 

including cleaning glass, aluminum frames, inside and 

outside walls...), cleaning interior industry (floor 

cleaning, floor polishing, floor coating, carpet, chair, 

curtain, mattress cleaning...). 

▪ Periodic cleaning, hourly cleaning: cleaning, cleaning 

part or the entire building in use, repetitive activities 

according to time packages. 

Subjects of industrial cleaning: Industrial projects such as 

buildings, buildings, offices, restaurants, hotels, workshops, 

factories, workshops, processing zones. Personal projects 

such as apartments, villas, gardens... 

 

Industrial hygiene tasks of Blue Ocean Development 

Company Limited include: 

+ Industrial cleaning after construction 

+ Periodic industrial cleaning 

+ Daily industrial cleaning 

+ Industrial cleaning by month 

+ Industrial cleaning by the hour 

+ Disinfects and kills insects 

+ Swinging rope to clean building glass (inside and 

outside) 

+ Floor polishing and stone floor maintenance service 

+ Carpet cleaning, sofa cleaning, mattress cleaning,... 

 

2.1.2 Concept of Construction Services 

Construction services, if commented on, are a relatively 

broad concept with many different work items from design, 

construction, to project management, project investment 

capital allocation, etc. In the industry market Currently, 

many construction companies and businesses are providing 

this service to investors to set up projects. Work items in 

construction services There are many different work items 

in construction services in general. Specifically, the 

following can be mentioned: 

+ The process of providing construction solutions: 

evaluating and deciding on construction methods, 

construction planning, machinery techniques used, 

factors related to labor safety. 

+ Construction financial management process: general 

calculation of construction cost estimates, construction 

contracts, bidding and contractor selection, considering 

the structure and tools of the construction market. 

+ Construction facility assessment process: overall 

project management, quality management, risk 

management, construction management,... 

+ Construction investment management process: 

establish project development schedule in accordance 

with legal regulations, adjust financial plans to attract 

investment in the post-project completion phase. 

Subjects of construction services: Industrial projects such as 

buildings, buildings, offices, restaurants, hotels, workshops, 

factories, workshops, processing zones. Personal projects 

such as apartments, villas, gardens... 

Construction services of Blue Ocean Development 

Company Limited include: 

+ Design and construction of housing 

+ Installation of electrical systems 

+ Lightning protection construction (natural lightning) 

+ Construction of irrigation systems and water supply 

systems. 

 

2.2 Research Methods 

- Data collection methods. 

Collecting data helps researchers have extensive knowledge 

about the problem they are researching to evaluate the 

problem correctly, comprehensively and closely to reality. 

The thesis uses the indirect method of collecting 

information, without contact with the survey subjects, in 

order to learn information from what predecessors have 

done to save time. 
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The data used in the thesis is secondary data - data that has 

been processed, analyzed and collected from the following 

sources: 

+ Sources inside the business: Internally circulated 

documents, data, and reports on business activities of 

Blue Ocean Development Company Limited. 

+ Sources outside the business: Specialized documents, 

reference materials, textbooks of the University of 

Industry and Trade. The data are collected from 

published documents and statistics from statistical 

yearbooks. Documents, legal documents, policies... of 

State management agencies, socio-political 

organizations... And information on the internet, 

newspapers,... 

‐ Data analysis methods. 

After collecting all information related to the research 

problem, it is necessary to use data analysis, synthesis and 

comparison methods. This is a very important method and a 

crucial step in the thesis writing process. 

‐ Statistical methods: 

The numbers will become fragmented without arrangement 

and statistics. This is a method of indirectly observing 

economic phenomena, thereby selecting necessary 

information and gathering data scientifically and logically 

for research purposes. 

‐ Comparative method: 

It is the comparison of data with each other according to a 

certain criterion with the same unit of comparison based on 

research purposes. Results can be compared between 

periods (year/quarter/month), between these groups of 

subjects and other groups of subjects to make an assessment 

of the significance of those data to the research problem. 

This is the method mainly used in the article. 

 

3. Reality 

In fact, there are many business opportunities for Blue 

Ocean Development Co., Ltd. to choose from, but the 

company decided to choose the form of providing industrial 

cleaning services, housing construction projects, and 

construction projects. electricity and water, trading of raw 

materials, other installation equipment in construction,... for 

businesses and individuals in need, because this service 

business will bring us success. After researching subjective 

and objective factors, we decided on this service industry 

based on market demand. The company's customers in the 

electricity and water construction segment are individuals, 

householders, companies, etc. Customers in the industrial 

cleaning segment include: Apartments, supermarkets, 

shopping centers, restaurants, and factories. company, 

factory, factory, householder. 

‐ Objective factors. 

For anyone who wants to live in a clean and fresh 

environment. However, an active and busy life causes many 

people to often face pressure and have to work with tight 

schedules. They are too tired with household chores such as 

cooking, washing clothes, and cleaning the house after 

work. What they need right now is to rest instead of having 

to do nameless work, so cleaning the house is gradually 

forgotten. If the above situation continues to occur regularly, 

living and working spaces will be threatened, negatively 

affecting the health and spirit of many people. In addition, 

for apartments, condominiums, buildings, shopping centers, 

offices, supermarkets, restaurants, companies, factories, 

factories, household owners,... that are too old, it is also 

necessary to completely cleaned and renewed, such as 

painting walls, painting fences, cleaning, cleaning. 

 

‐ Subjective factors. 

In Ho Chi Minh City, there are many small and individual 

cleaning services. Those cleaning services do not really 

create trust for customers, or rather do not make customers 

satisfied because: not equipped with supporting machinery, 

not professional. This is a great opportunity for our 

company to develop and stand firmly in the market. 

We have researched and observed that in Ho Chi Minh City 

and surrounding areas, there are very few companies and 

organizations providing cleaning services on a scale like 

ours. Most of these services only appear during Tet. This is 

also a favorable factor in the company's business. We use 

our own available capital and a portion of loan capital to 

conduct service business. The cleaning staff is in good 

health, well-trained, experienced, have strong expertise, 

high discipline, skills and industrial style. Professional 

supervisor system. Industrial cleaning equipment systems 

include: 

+ Wall plaster sprayer – 3 pieces 

+ Concrete mixer (8 pieces) 

+ Compactor: 4 pieces 

+ Winches: 6 pieces 

+ Concrete drilling machine: 10 pieces 

+ Iron cutting machine: 4 pieces 

+ Curling iron: 4 pieces 

+ Iron straighteners: 4 pieces 

+ Resistance meter: 8 pieces 

+ Handheld floor sander (single floor sander - 16 pieces) 

+ Combined floor sander (12 pieces) 

+ Vacuum cleaner, water suction machine: 16 pieces 

+ Pressure sprayers: 5 pieces 

+ Insect killer sprayers: 6 pieces 

+ And support tools for construction, electricity, water, and 

other industrial cleaning industries. 

Customer care staff is dedicated, thoughtful, and 

wholeheartedly solves all customers' questions and requests. 

Cleaning service business requires high technical knowledge 

and expertise. The most important thing to determine the 

success of our company is to grasp customer needs and 

know how to make customers believe in the quality of our 

services. 

 

4. Solutions 

4.1 Market Analysis 

‐ Analyze the business industry and market 

characteristics. 

Economic development, the market is expanding, products 

and services are more diverse in designs, new utilities, 

people's lives are improved, creating needs for food, 

clothing, and living space. and work. Because that will help 

the company have more customers and increase revenue. 

The company's initial target market is mainly concentrated 

in the center of Ho Chi Minh City. If there are development 

conditions, it can expand to neighboring districts and 

adjacent provinces. 

‐ Analyze current supply and demand. 

Demand analysis: These are desires accompanied by 

payment conditions, this is the research focus of businesses. 

Service demand research is the collection, processing, 
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analysis, and reporting of current demand data as well as 

forecasting future demand at a certain time, to capture exact 

need to use services at Blue Ocean Development Company 

Limited. 

‐ Market segmentation and target selection, 

To develop services effectively and quickly, the company 

must research and organize the network to suit the 

characteristics of the industry, depending on the business 

strategy, policies and plans. out of the business. After 

researching the market, Blue Ocean Development Company 

Limited decided to choose customers as individuals, 

householders, companies, apartments, supermarkets, 

shopping centers, restaurants, factories, and houses. 

machines,.... The company's long-term goal is to expand its 

area to include districts and neighboring provinces. 

 

4.2 Marketing Solutions 

In the market context, customers and human needs are 

always changing. To create competitive advantage, maintain 

market share and develop stably, the company applies 

Marketing solutions including 4 policies (4P) to rely on to 

develop and reevaluate the company's sales activities. 

1. Product. 

An enterprise's product policy plays a role in ensuring that 

production and business activities take place continuously, 

bringing the enterprise's services to the market. If you want 

to create a good, quality product or service, businesses must 

do it right from the beginning, regularly checking to 

evaluate and promptly correct input materials, 

implementation processes, and staff. A good product is 

recognized when customers accept and satisfy it. Therefore, 

the company always uses advanced technology and 

chemicals that meet allowed standards (toilet bleach, wood, 

mattresses...). All are aimed at customer satisfaction and 

being environmentally friendly. 

2. Price 

With the market economic situation in the recovery phase, 

prices are competitive a key factor in attracting and retaining 

customers. Our industrial cleaning services provide a "listed 

and appropriate" price that makes it easy for customers to 

accept and gradually gain trust in us, and at the same time 

help customers avoid the situation of being "cut, guillotine" 

of other services. For companies and businesses that do not 

need to recruit office cleaners 8 hours a day or companies 

that have janitors who are sick, on vacation, or unable to do 

jobs that require specialized machinery and equipment 

support. But still want a clean working environment, 

customers can absolutely ask the company to provide 

alternative cleaning service packages at competitive prices. 

This helps businesses save on labor costs, costs of 

purchasing chemicals, tools, and cleaning equipment 

because Blue Ocean Development Company Limited 

provides comprehensive customer care. 

3. Distribution 

We use direct distribution channels, customers can come 

directly to the office to receive consultation on services or 

can contact the receptionist directly via phone, email, or the 

Company's website to find information. Understand and 

reserve service packages. Linking with consulting centers 

and Youth Union and Business Association centers to 

convince customers to use the service helps customers have 

more time to take care of their families as well as have more 

time to do their work. work more effectively. 

 

4. Promotion 

‐ Advertising plan 

Any service, no matter how large or small, an advertising 

strategy is always necessary for businesses. Advertising is 

very important in introducing the company's services to 

customers, propagating the benefits of the service in terms 

of quality and price. To communicate and create new 

service needs, there are the following forms: 

▪ Distribute leaflets to each household and business. 

▪ Advertisement in the press. 

▪ Design a website to introduce the company's services to 

customers. 

▪ Word of mouth marketing relies on close relationships. 

‐ Promotion plan 

Depending on each stage of the company's development, the 

company will offer different promotion programs: such as 

fixed promotion programs, customer gratitude care,... 

 

5. Conclusions 

We are in a very important period of development - 

promoting industrialization - modernizing the country, 

striving to make our country basically an industrial country. 

In that trend, our lives are increasingly busy, establishing 

our company is necessary in society. The company's success 

is partly due to market demand, partly due to the efforts of 

the company's team. Therefore, the company must 

constantly improve service quality to be competitive with 

other competitors, as well as reputable with customers, from 

which the company can gain new investment sources and 

receive more and more contracts. of customers, contributing 

to improving company efficiency. Blue Ocean Development 

Company Limited, under the leadership of the business 

owner and staff with a sense of responsibility, we believe 

that our company will develop strongly and achieve high 

results in the future. 
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